We address the problem of pronunciation variation in conversational speech with a context-dependent articulatory featurebased model. The model is an extension of previous work using dynamic Bayesian networks, which allow for easy factorization of a state into multiple variables representing the articulatory features. We build context-dependent decision trees for the articulatory feature distributions, which are incorporated into the dynamic Bayesian networks, and experiment with different sets of context variables. We evaluate our models on a lexical access task using a phonetically transcribed subset of the Switchboard corpus. We find that our models outperform a context-dependent phonetic baseline.
INTRODUCTION
Conversational speech is characterized by a large amount of pronunciation variability. Words in spontaneous speech often have multiple pronunciations that do not conform to the canonical forms, which has been argued to be a cause of the deterioration in speech recognition performance relative to read speech [1, 2, 3] . Most pronunciation models account for this variability by adding alternate phonetic pronunciations to the baseform dictionary, often using phonological rules represented as decision trees (e.g., [4] ). An alternative approach is to model speech as multiple streams of sub-phonetic features, rather than a single sequence of phones, which is finergrained and may be more effective at avoiding word confusability [5, 6] . Recent models in this category have been inspired by ideas from articulatory phonology [7] .
We consider an extension of the models in [5] , in which a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) is used to represent multiple streams of variables related to the states of articulatory features (AFs), along with probabilistic constraints on their asynchrony. We replace the context-independent (CI) surface This research was supported by the NSF grants IIS-0905633 and IIS-0905420. The opinions expressed in this work are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the funding agency. feature distributions of [5] with context-dependent (CD) ones using decision trees, which represent the surface feature distributions given their context such as previous and future feature values.
We evaluate our models against phone-based ones using measures that attempt to isolate the strengths and limitations of pronunciation models from those of the acoustic or language models. One way of evaluating a pronunciation model is to compute its perplexity on unseen test data. This was done for phone-based models in [4] and for articulatory featurebased models in [8] . However, perplexities do not directly predict word classification performance, and also cannot be compared exactly for phone-based and feature-based models. Here we evaluate the models more directly in a lexical access task, as in [5] . In this task, a set of potential word candidates is scored according to the likelihood of the word being predicted, given a fine phonetic transcription representing the actual feature values produced by a speaker. As a test-bed, we use data from Switchboard Transcription Project (STP) [9] , a set of conversational speech data that has been manually transcribed at a fine phonetic level.
MODELS

Context-dependent phone baseline model
For a fair comparison against our CD feature-based models, we built a CD phone baseline system based on the model specification in [4] . The hand-labeled phonetic transcriptions from STP were aligned with a phonemic dictionary to give phoneme-to-phone transformations, which were then used to build decision trees for each phoneme. Each phoneme was represented as a six-element feature vector (type of phoneme (vowel/consonant/silence), consonant-manner, consonantplace, vowel-manner, vowel-place, nasal/non-nasal). As in [4] , we also allowed deletion of phonemes in context. The context variables included the identity of the phoneme to be mapped as well as three neighboring phonemes on either side and the distance of the phoneme from the word boundary on either side, as per the description in [4] . This phonetic baseline was implemented with finite-state transducers using the OpenFST toolkit [10] . . This leads to the possibility of asynchrony between the feature streams, which is constrained by the Sync variables in Fig. 1 . The asynchrony probabilities between these feature streams and transition probabilities of the features can be set by hand based on linguistic knowledge, or they can be learned from data. We use both of these options in our experiments, as described in the following section.
The main new feature of our CD model, a version of which is shown in Fig. 2 , is that each surface feature value no longer depends only on the target feature value but also on other context variables. In our most basic model, the dependence is on the previous and next distinct target values (Prev 1 The CI DBN model in [5] maintains some amount of non-determinism in the phone to target feature value mapping. In the CD models, the inclusion of the Next j i variables complicates this; for the current work, therefore, we assume a deterministic mapping from target phones to target feature values. decision trees to learn the CD surface feature distributions. The interpretable nature of decision trees allows us to verify that the CD substitutions make intuitive sense (for example, nasalization of vowels between nasal consonants), and they can be easily integrated into our DBNs. These models were implemented using the GMTK toolkit [11, 12] .
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Construction of AF decision trees
To generate the articulatory-feature decision trees, we use a subset of STP data consisting of roughly 90,000 10 ms frames of speech. We use 60% of the data to train the decision trees, 20% to tune the decision tree parameters, and the remaining 20% for testing, as in [8] . 2 We use Weka's [13] J48 class (a variant of the C4.5 pruned decision tree algorithm) to implement the decision trees. The probability distributions at the leaves are smoothed using Lidstone's law of smoothing, which adds a small value λ to the counts at the leaves. The minimum number of instances at the leaves of the trees and λ were tuned on the development set. As for the phone-based decision trees, an alignment is needed to associate feature values with context variables; for this purpose, we performed a forced alignment using the context-independent DBN model of Fig. 1 . We use seven features derived from the vocal tract variables defined in [5, 7] -lip aperture, tongue tip position and aperture, tongue body position and aperture, velum position, and glottis aperture -bundled into three streams as in [8] : all tongue features, glottis/velum and lip aperture.
Perplexity results
For both AF-based and phone-based decision trees, we test several sets of context variables: The frame-level perplexity of a data set with T frames is:
Context-independent (CI):
where p(Surf i |Context i ) is given by the phone/feature decision trees. In the case of phonetic trees, Surf i refers to the surface phone in frame i; for AF trees, Surf i is shorthand for Surf Adding the previous distinct phone/feature surface value to the context substantially improves the perplexity scores for both feature-based and phone-based models, but it is not clear if the distance in frames to the previous/next distinct values is beneficial. Thus, in the experiments in the next section, we only build context-dependent AF models using the CD-Basic and CD-Basic + prevSurf trees.
Lexical access experiments using AF decision trees
For the lexical access experiments, we use the same experimental setup as in [5] . We use a subset of the STP data, post-processed and divided into training (2942-word), development (165-word), and test (236-word) sets. The training set corresponds to the entire set used for the perplexity experiments above. The words are excised from continuous utterances and are treated as isolated for our purposes. The vocabulary contains about 3300 words.
The question being addressed is the following: Given the surface realization of a word, how accurately can we recognize the word? 4 For each word in the vocabulary, we compute P (Word|Surf choose the word that maximizes this probability. For the AFbased models, these probabilities are computed via inference on the DBNs. For phone-based models, they are computed as the probability of the best alignment between each vocabulary word and the given surface phone sequence, with the phoneme-to-phone mapping given by the phonetic decision trees. We train the decision trees (and, later, other model parameters) on the training sets, tune on the development set, and do final testing on the test set. We compute the error rate (ER), the percentage of incorrectly classified words, for several of the systems described earlier. Results are given in Tables 2 and 3 . CI is the CI AF-based model of [5] .
5 CD-Phone is the context-dependent phone baseline model, which is very similar to the model of [4] as described in Section 2.1.
For the basic CD AF model CD-BasicFeat, the feature asynchrony and feature transition probabilities were set by hand based on linguistic judgments (for instance, probability of asynchrony decreases for increasing values of asynchrony between the feature streams). We also learned these probability values using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [14] given the observed surface feature values and word observations (CD-BasicFeat+afterEM). It took about 8 iterations to converge with a 0.2% difference in the total log probability on the training set. CD-BasicFeat+prevSurf also includes the previous distinct surface value as a context variable (as in Fig. 2 ).
Since these pronunciation models are intended to ultimately be used in complete speech recognizers, the goal is not only to identify the single correct word but also to ensure that the correct word is close to the top of the list of hypotheses when it is not correctly identified. We therefore also look at the "oracle" error rates of the 3-best and 5-best lists, i.e. the fraction of examples where the correct word is not in the 3-or 5-best list.
From Tables 2 and 3 , we see that the CD-BasicFeat system performs better than the CD-Phone system on both the development set and the test set. The difference between the systems is statistically significant at p < 0.01 according to McNemar's test for both sets. This is an encouraging result in that the basic context dependent AF system is performing significantly better than a context-based phone system that is using more context surrounding each phoneme. We also note that the CD-BasicFeat+afterEM system is not very different Table 3 . Error rates on the test set.
from CD-BasicFeat, implying that training the parameters of a system with a linguistically motivated initialization of these parameters does not significantly affect the error rates. For a more detailed look at the effect of the various AFbased context variables, we also compute the cumulative distributions of the correct word's rank, shown in Fig. 3 . The context-dependent models not only outperform the contextindependent one in terms of accuracy, but also outperform it by increasing margins for increasing rank threshold r; and the best-performing model concentrates about 90% of the correct words within the top r = 15 hypotheses.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
On a lexical access task, our context-dependent articulatory feature-based models perform significantly better than a context-dependent phone baseline. We also observe that with the inclusion of context, the best feature-based model almost always ranks the correct word within the top 15 or so hypotheses. Future work includes incorporating this model in a complete end-to-end speech recognizer, as well as improving our current models by adding more cross-word context, stress and other prosody-related context, and context-dependent asynchrony. 
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